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M2 Mini 
Shower / commode chairs for children  
and small adults 



 

The M2 Mini models are flexible shower / commode chairs that 
easily can be adjusted as the child grows. 
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M2 Mini shower/commode 

HMN a/s 

M2 Mini Standard 
 

Art. no: 310500-B 
 

M2 Mini 20” Self-propelled 
 

Art. no: 310501-B 
 

 

M2 Mini El-Tip 
 

Art. no: 310502-B 
 

M2 Mini Gas-Tip 
 

Art. no: 310503-B 
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The seat is made of soft PU foam with  
incorporated bucket holder.  

 
It is provided with a lid cover as standard, 

so it is possible to use only chair as a  
shower chair with no hole in the seat. 

M2 Mini shower/commode 

The chair comes with 100 mm wheels, height  
adjustable in five positions. 

 
The wheels are in stainless steel and has an  

effective threadguard which stops the dirt and hair 
from getting into the axis. The wheels also have 

double action brakes. 

The M2 Mini series is developed and designed 
for children and small adults who are  

hard to place in a standard chair. 
 

The chairs are ideal for children,  
as several parts of the chairs can be  

adjusted as the child grows. 
 

In this way the chair can be a stable aid in the 
users daily life for many years.  

Since it does not need to be replaced as the 
user grows. 

 
  

The chair hasn’t got a shell that needs to 
be replaced as the user grows, but rather 
a product that is so flexible that it can fol-

low 
child development day by day. 

 
 
 



M2 Mini shower/commode 

The backrest is made of netweave so that  
the water can penetrate the fabric. 

 
There are sewn three buckles on the back, so  

it will be possible to obtain an optimal  
adaptation to the individual user. 

 
The backrest can be removed and washed  

separately by opening the buckles in  
the back. 

It is possible to adjust the armrests as the 
user grows. 

 
The armrests can be variably adjusted 
from 15.5 cm to 28.5 cm (measured 

height from the seat). 

To make maneuvering easier for the  
helper, the push handles are height  
adjustable and it is possible to push 

them to the side. 

All M2 Mini shower / toilet chairs are  
supplied with a holder for headrest  

and supports.  
 

See accessories in this brochure  
to read more. 
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M2 Mini Standard 

M2 shower / commode is a chair for children and small adults. 
 

 
 

This chair is the ideal shower / commode for 
smaller users; children and small adults. 

 
 

Many of the parts on the chair can be  
adjusted as the child grows, so that it can be 
a stable support in everyday use for many 

years. 
 
 
 

 
The chair is designed in such way that it 

grows with the child. 
 

It is provided with a lid cover as standard, so 
it is possible to use only chair as a  

shower chair with no hole in the seat. 

Notice: The chair in the picture is shown  
with accessories. 
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M2 Mini Self-propelled 
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M2 shower / commode for children and small adults who are using 
self-propelled wheels can be much more independent of the helper. 

 
Like the M2 Mini standard, this chair is  

incredibly flexible regarding the adjusting of 
settings, and is therefore an ideal chair for 

a child growing into adulthood. 
 

M2 Mini Self-propelled are specifically  
designed for children and small adults  

who want more independence  
from the helpers. 

 
 

Notice: The chair in the picture is shown  
with accessories 

 
The chair is height adjustable in three positions. 

 
The front wheels are height-adjustable via clips,  
and the self-propelled wheels can be adjusted  
in three different settings using a wrench key. 

 
On the M2 Mini Self-propelled is mounted an anti-tip 

protection for safety reasons. 
 

It can also be used as a stomp pedal. 
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M2 shower / commode for children and small adults with gas-tip. 
The easy way when service users must be tilted. 

 
 

M2 Mini Gas-Tip has a gas spring which 
supports the helper when users needs to 
be raised to a horizontal sitting position.  

 
Due to that the gas spring supports the 

way of movement from tilted to horizontal 
position. 

 
This provides incredible ease of use, 

even with heavier users. 
 

Notice: The chair in the picture is shown  
with accessories 

M2 Mini Gas-Tip 

 

The brakehandle is on the 
left side of the chair.  

 
It is easy to use the  

brakehandle to tip the chair.  

If you want lockable armrests, this 
can be  

purchased along with the chair,  
or you can buy a set of  

armsrests with lock. 
 

These armsrests are only supplied 
with PU foam. 



M2 Mini El-Tip 
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M2 shower / commode for children and small adults who  
are difficult to place in a standard chair. 

 
 

The stepless tilting, together with the wide 
range of accessories, ensuring that  
the user will sit safely in bath and  

toilet situations. 
 

The seat can be tilted 37 degrees  
backward and 7 degrees forward,  
using a built-in electric motor with  

manual override. 

 

The simple remote control makes it easy to 
operate the chair, even without training or 

instructions. 

Notice: The chair in the picture is shown  
with accessories 

If you want lockable armrests, this 
can be  

purchased along with the chair,  
or you can buy a set of  

armsrests with lock. 
 

These armsrests are only supplied 
with PU foam. 
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Footrests to Mini  
Art. no.: 310510 

Standard footrests to M2 
Art. no.: 310049 

Height adjustable footrests 
 

The height-adjustable footrests can be swung to the 
side or in front of the chair. The footplate can also 

be folded up to provide more space. 
 

They are available in a mini version (31-41 cm from 
the edge of the seat to the footplate) and as stan-

dard footrests (39-51 cm). 

M2 Mini Accessories  

Height adjustable footrests 
Art. no.: 313041 

 
Height and angel adjustable footrests 

 
 
 

The height and angle is easy to adjust without the use 
of tools and a bushing in the footrest ensures that the 

footrests are mounted secure. 
  
 

The height adjustability of the footrest and the angle 
adjustability of the footplate ensures optimal  

positioning of the feet. 
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M2 Mini Accessories  

 
Calf support 

 
The calf support is especially recommended for  

tip-chairs as it prevents the legs of the  
user from falling back. 

 
The calf support is made with velcro which  

makes it depth adjustable. It supports the entire  
lower leg which provides safety for the user. 

Calf support 
Art. no.: 310226 

Footrests with heel straps 
Art. no.: 310285 

 
Footrests with heel straps 

  
 

Height adjustable footrests with heel straps that  
prevent the users feet from sliding back 

when tilting the chair. 
 

With heel straps the footrests can  
still be pushed aside. 
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Standard seat with less wide hole for 

M2 Mini 
 

Seat with less wide oval hole that has a 
comfortable, soft and flexible surface that 

is produced in cold foam. 
 

The oval hole is 13 cm wide.  

 
Horseshoe seat for M2 Mini, less wide 

hole 
 

Has a horseshoe cutout as the standard 
seat for the Mini-chairs. The special 

feature of this seat is, however, that the 
cut is 5.5 cm narrower and thereby 13 

cm wide. 
 

Is produced with a surface in cold foam.  

Standard seat with less wide 
hole for M2 Mini 
Art. no.: 310370 

Horseshoe seat for M2 Mini, 
less wide hole 

Art. no.: 310371 

M2 Mini Accessories  



M2 Mini Accessories  
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Amputation support right, 
Art. no.: 800343 

Amputation support left, 
Art. no. 800344 

Amputation supports  
 

The amputation supports are easily adjusted 
by pressing a button and then setting the   

desired angle. 
 

They can of course be combined with all  
of our other legrests and supports. 

Legrest with elevation 
  

If you need more support, we have legrests 
with elevation. 

 
With these, you can adjust the angle and the  

position of the calf rest to achieve optimal 
support. 

Legrests with elevation, set, art. no.: 310052 
Legrest with elevation, right, art. no.: 310053 
Legrest with elevation, left, art. no.: 310054 

Footrest plate: 
Right, Art. no.: 310085 
Left, Art. no.: 310086 

Extra calfrest in PU foam Art. no.:  310358 
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M2 Mini Accessories  

Urin funnel 
 

The urin funnel is made for people who have  
problems urinating into the toilet. It can help pre-

venting the user from urinating on the floor  
or on the toilet seat. 

 
The urin funnel is used by placing the narrow 

end facing down towards the toilet. 

Urine funnel 
Art. no.: 148861 

Supplement for the chair comes  
with 1 direction fixed wheel;   

Art. no.: 800157 

Direction Fixed wheel 
 

The chair can be supplied with a direction  
fixed wheel (dark gray brake pedal). 

  
This facilitates maneuvering the chair and 

 ensure that the helpers health and safety are 
protected. 
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Splash Guard for M2 Mini 

 
The splash guard is for people having trouble  
getting "the beam" directed down in the toilet / 

bucket. 
 

It can alleviate the problem by spreading the legs 
to facilitate the possibility of lower hygiene. 

 
The splash guard only fits on horseshoe seats, 

which is standard on M2 Mini chairs. 

Splash guard for M2 Mini 
Art. no.: 310517 



Side support 
 

Suitable for people who lack support in the right,  
left or both sides. 

 
The side support is adjustable in height, width and 
depth, so people who do not fill the chair can be 

supported closer to the body. 
 

In the case of tall people, the side supports can be 
reversed and thereby giving support higher up. 

Side support to Mini,  
Set, Art. no.: 310512 

Right, Art. no.: 310514 
Left, Art. no.: 310513 
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M2 Mini Accessories  

Hipbelt to Mini 
Art. no.: 310515 

Hipbelt to Mini 
 

For additional security, you can install a hipbelt. 
 

The hipbelt fits easily onto the frame and adjusted by 
using velcro. 



 
Bucket to Mini 

 
Special intimate bucket, designed only for 

M2 Mini shower / toilet chairs. 
 

It has an ergonomic grip and is easy to 
place in the built-holder under the seat. 

Bucket, intimate to Mini 
Art. no.: 310516 

M2 Mini Accessories  
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Hemiplegia armrests Set,  
Art. no.: 800275  

Right, Art. no.: 800274 
Left ,Art. no.: 800273 

Hemiplegia armrests 
 

Hemiplegia armrests are ideal for users 
with hemiplegia, paraplegia, tetraplegia 

and others who need extra support  
at the forearms. 

 
It is possible to change the length in two 

steps on the armrests, so the support 
can be adapted for each user.  



 
Wide adjustable head supports in PU foam 

 
The large neck pillow provides great support 

for the user and can be adjusted in width, 
as there is a piece of light metal  

inside the PU foam.  
 

The first model is height adjustable and the 
second and third are height, depth and  

angle adjustable.  

Head support in PU foam  

Height & depth adjustable, art. no.:  310222 

 

Head support PU foam 

Height & depth adjustable, short bar 

Art. no.:  310244 
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M2 Mini Accessories  

Head support in PU foam  

Ordinary, art. no.: 310221 

1 

2 3 



 
Super soft head supports in PU foam 

 
The extra soft PU foam provides  

great comfort for the user. 
 

The first model is height adjustable and the 
second and third are height, depth and  

angle adjustable.  

Head supports in Super soft PU foam  

Height & depth adustable, art. no.: 310235 

Head support super soft PU foam 

Height & depth adjustable, short bar 

Art. no.:  310243 

M2 Mini Accessories  
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Head supports in Super soft PU foam  

Ordinary, art. no.: 310236 

 

1 

2 3 
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Mini Standard 

 
Mini self-propelled 

Seat height 
 
Notice: Seat lid increases the height with 1,5 
cm  

Ca. 40,5-48,5 cm 
(intervals of 2 cm between). 

Ca. 42 cm, 44 cm, 51 cm  

Seat width 46 cm 

Seat depth 37,5 cm 

Seat depth from backrest 32,5 cm 

Width between armrests 34 cm 

Armrest height (measured from the seat) 15,5 - 28,5 cm 

Push handles, height adjustable 8 Settings. The height is adjusted with clips. 
The push handles can be angled to the side for easier maneuvering. 

Height at highest point (push handles) 119 cm (when the chair and push handles 
both are in the top position). 

121 cm (when the chair and push handles 
both are in the top position).  

Maximum outside width 47,5 cm 64 cm  

Clearence under the seat 33,2 cm, 35,2 cm, 37,2 cm, 39,2 cm, 41,2 cm 35,5 cm, 37,5 cm, 44,5 cm  

Total length (without accessories) 53 cm 69,5 cm  

Weight 13,4 kg 17,4 kg  

Max. Load 80 kg. 

Wheels 100 mm wheels w / gray rubber and ball 
bearings. Double-acting brakes on all 4 whe-
els. 

Self-propelled wheels: Plastic wheel with 
spokes axis and bearing in stainless steel 
and solid pur wheels.  
Front: 100 mm wheels w / gray rubber and 
ball bearings.  
Double-acting brakes on the front wheels.  

Height adjustable Teleskopben af rustfrit stål med 5 indstillinger 
med ca. 2 cm’s interval. Højden indstilles ved 
hjælp af clips (ingen værktøj) 

Forhjul: Teleskopben af rustfrit stål. Højden 
stilles ved hjælp af clips. 
Baghjul: Ved hjælp af svensk-nøgle flyttes 
bøsninger til baghjul. Bremse: Ved hjælp af 
unbrako flyttes bremse. 
Anti-tip sikring: Højden stilles ved hjælp af 
clips.  

Foam parts Seat: 3,5 cm PU foam, Cover: 1,5 cm PU foam, Armrests: 2,5 cm PU foam 

Backrest Netweave, adjustable via 4 buckles. 
  

Cover/Metal; frame Stainless steel frame, powder coated.   

Art. no. 310500-B 310501-B 

The chairs can be delivered assembled 
for extra service charge. Use the products 
art. no. + art. no.: 

310363 

ISO-nummer 091203 

Technical data 
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Mini Gas-Tip  

 

 
Mini El-Tip 

Seat height 
 
Notice: Seat lid increases the height with 1,5 
cm  

Ca. 46 cm, 50 cm, 54 cm 

Seat width 46 cm 

Seat depth 37,5 cm 

Seat depth from backrest 32,5 cm 

Width between armrests 34 cm 

Armrest height (measured from the seat) 15,5 - 28,5 cm 

Push handles, height adjustable 8 Settings. The height is adjusted with clips. 
The push handles can be angled to the side for easier maneuvering. 

Height at highest point (push handles) 126 cm (when the chair and push handles both are in the top position). 

Maximum outside width 59,5 cm 

Clearence under the seat 39 cm, 41 cm, 43 cm, 45 cm, 47 cm 

Total length (without accessories) 65,5 cm 

Weight 23,6 kg 

Max. Load 80 kg. 

Wheels 100 mm wheels w / gray rubber and ball bearings.  
Double-acting brakes on all 4 wheels. 

Height adjustable Telescopic legs in stainless steel with 5 settings with approx. In the range of 2 cm. The 
height is adjusted by means of clips (no tools) 

Foam parts Seat: 3,5 cm PU foam, Cover: 1,5 cm PU foam, Armrests: 2,5 cm PU foam 

Backrest Netweave, adjustable via 4 buckles. 
  

Cover/Metal; frame Stainless steel frame, powder coated.   

El-motor/battery system       Stepless lockable actuator. Surface treated 
normal metal. Batteries can normally run 30-

40 times back and forth on one charge. 
EL-sealingslevels= IP66 (Dust-tight and pro-

tected against water jets). 

Art. no. 310503-B 310502-B 

The chairs can be delivered assembled 
for extra service charge. Use the products 
art. no. + art. no.: 

310363 

ISO-nummer 091203 
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